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PREFACE
The Adams County Historical Society was established to “foster interest in the history of Adams
County and vicinity, conduct research, preserve records and objects, mark sites, and pursue such
activities as may be related to the history of the community.” The Society’s collections are
privately held, maintained, and made available to the public for research purposes at the
discretion of the governing authority of the institution and its staff.
INTRODUCTION
The Alexis Chritzman Collection was acquired by the Adams County Historical Society in 1993
from Dr. Walter L. Powell. The collection was processed by Chris Carter in June 2013. The
collection is housed in one box.
The collection contains the family photos of Alexis Chritzman. These photos were obtained at a
flea market in Gettysburg in May 1993, and are from the George W. Chritzman family. This
collection offers research possibilities for those interested in the Chritzman family and seeking
images of the family.
ACCESS
This collection is open for research, and viewing access to the materials is unrestricted.
However, restrictions apply concerning the use, duplication, or publication of items. Please
consult research room staff for specific information regarding the Society’s policies.
PREFERRED CITATION
The Alexis Chritzman Collection, Adams County Historical Society, Gettysburg, PA.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Alexis Chritzman (1913-1978), a clerk was the grandson of George W. Chritzman (1866-1931),
a local jeweler.
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
This collection is composed of one series of photographs. These photographs are of Alexis
Chritzman’s family, particularly that of his grandfather, George W. Chritzman’s family.
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SERIES DESCRIPTIONS
Series I – Photographs
This series is made up of the Alexis Chritzman family photos, particularly from his grandfather,
George W. Chritzman’s family. Also contains photos from the Chritzman family from
Westminster, MD. Some photos have names, but most of the photos do not.
CONTAINER LISTING
Box #1
1-1:

40 Chritzman family photos with names. Some photos were taken by professional
photographers in Gettysburg, while others were taken by professional photographers in
Westminster, MD. Dates unknown.

1-2:

Photos without names, presumably of the Chritzman family. The photos taken by
professional photographers in Gettysburg, Westminster and Baltimore. Dates unknown.
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